
The momentum of 2015’s third quarter carried into the 
fourth quarter, and the first week of 2016.  China’s economic 
slowdown, the oil market’s continuing price declines, and the 
US dollar’s continuing strength continued to weigh on global 
markets.  Additionally, the fourth quarter and 2016’s first week 
added the US central bank’s first increase in the Federal Funds 
rate since December 16, 2008, fears of continued and escalat-
ing Middle East violence, North Korea’s national past-time of 
hydrogen bomb testing and continued Chinese authority med-
dling in their currency and equity markets.

The results for the global equity markets through the end of 
2015 were uninspiring.  The S&P 500 was down -1% for the 
year, with its largest intra-year decline being -12% in the late sum-
mer sell-off.  Including dividends, the S&P 500 was up 1.40% for 
the 12 months ending 12/31/2015.  US small cap stocks rep-
resented by the Russell 2000 lost more value than large stocks 
down -4.40%.  Developed international equities (MSCI EAFE) 
were down -0.40% in US dollars.  The equity asset class largest 
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detractor in 2015 were emerging markets and commodity/natural 
resources.  Emerging markets were down -14.60% and commod-
ities represented by the Bloomberg Commodity Index were the 
year’s worst performer losing -24.70%.  Crude oil ended 2015 at 
$37 barrel down 31% for the year.  These two asset classes are 
closely correlated in their price changes due to the large com-
modity (notably oil resources) contribution to GDP that many 
emerging market countries have in their economic output.

The S&P 500 saw half its sectors positive and half negative 
for 2015.  The two leading sectors were consumer discretion-
ary and healthcare up 10.10% and 6.90%, respectively.  The 
two largest detractors were energy (-21.10%) and materials 
(-8.40%).  Large growth stocks were far and away the market 
leader in 2015.  Large growth stocks were up 5.70% while large 
value stocks were down -3.80%.  The FANG stocks, Facebook, 
Amazon, Netflix and Google (Alphabet) all were significant 
contributors to the growth sector last year.  Small value was the 
caboose in US equity markets down -7.50%.

Global fixed income also experienced an anemic 2015.  Mu-
nicipals and mortgage backed securities led with annual returns 
of 3.80% and 1.50%, respectively.  The Barclay’s Aggregate, 
the broadest measure of fixed income, squeaked out a 0.50% 
annual return in 2015.  The losers in fixed income were high 
yield and emerging market debt (in US dollars) losing -4.50% 
and -14.90%, respectively.  High yield indices suffered from a 
large exposure to energy related investments.  Emerging market 
debt suffered from similar concerns in energy related debt, 
as well as country specific sovereign debt concerns and most 

“Life is like a roller coaster – scream 
WHeee…on the way down, and let the 
momentum carry you back up the next hill.”    
- Jonathan Lockwood Huie
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Quarter  
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Last 5  
Years  

Last 10  
Years  

Equity Asset Classes        
US Large Cap Value  - 4.73  -4.05  11.63  9.75  5.59  
US Large Cap Growth  - 6.73  3.60  15.27  11.70  7.33  
Small Cap Value  - 2.02  -6.71  9.43  7.68  6.01  
Foreign Large Cap Value  - 2.72  -3.10  3.05  2.21  1.83  
Foreign Large Cap Growth  - 4.66  0.95  4.94  3.80  3.95  
Emerging Markets  -  -10.51  -7.61  1.63  0.73  3.81  
Natural Resources  - 1.03  -19.77  -8.46  -6.35  - 
       
Fixed Income Asset Classes        

Barclay’s Intermediate Credit  -0.19  -0.86  1.18  0.79  2.11  3.75  
Barclays Municipal 1 -10  0.34  0.79  2.45  2.24  3.56  4.08  
Barclay’s Global Bond  0.53  -0.92  -3.15  -1.74  0.90  3.74  
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notably a loss in purchasing power for US investor’s specifically 
due to a stronger dollar.

The strong US dollar is reducing US corporate earnings and re-
ducing value for US investor’s investing abroad.  For example, 
the international indices, EAFE representing developed foreign 
stocks and EAFE-EM representing emerging market stocks 
returned 5.80% and -5.40% in their local currencies in the 
past year.  However, when converted to US dollars these same 
indices returned -0.4% and -14.60%, respectively.  Thus US in-
vestors lost -6.20% in developed stocks and -9.20% in emerging 
market stocks due to currency devaluation.

As we put this to bed on January 8, 2016, the S&P 500 has be-
gun with its worst start ever in the first week down 6%.  This has 
been led by poor economic news out of China where the equity 
market was down 7% on three consecutive days.  Scares of a 
hydrogen bomb test in North Korea rattled markets, as have ris-
ing tensions in the Middle East between Saudi Arabia and Iran.  
Oil has lost another $4 a barrel and sits at $33 barrel.  

This past year will be remembered (or forgot) for its broad lack-
luster performance.  The bigger picture thinking will remember 
it for the transition of the Chinese economy from a capital 
investment focus to a consumer spending focus.  This transition 
like most will not turn on a dime and will take many years to 
gain momentum and become a clear trend.  Yet it is inevitable 
this juggernaut will be ever-present and growing for decades to come.  

It will also be remembered for the geopolitical change in the 
oil markets.  The cartel known as OPEC is greatly weakened 
by the changes in oil discoveries throughout the globe.  The 
increased oil supply alone is a significant game changer.  How-
ever, the tensions in the Middle East are sapping the financial 
resources of the regions oil producing nations as well.  Lower 
oil prices, increased social costs and increasing demands on 
military defenses are playing havoc with Middle East politics 
and economies.  This is likely to be a permanent force in global 
geopolitical strategies going forward for years to come.

There will also be a small asterisk noting the rise in US interest 
rates for the first time in 7 years.  It may be years delinquent, 
but it will likely be the start of a long-term, albeit slow, rise to 
the top of another interest rate cycle.  The last interest rate 
cycle was 30 years in the making and this next one may just last 
long enough to see the Chicago Cubs win a World Series.

Our own investment policy experienced one of its weaker rela-
tive performance years in 2015.  We are value-oriented, strate-
gic and global investors.  Value equities generally lagged growth 
in 2015.  Developed international equities, representing almost 
40% of our equity portfolio, lagged US equities after accounting 
for the stronger US dollar.  And emerging markets and natural 
resource funds representing almost 10% of our equity allocation 
led global markets lower in 2015.  

We addressed the performance of these asset classes in the 
2015 third quarter newsletter.  As then, we remain committed 
to these asset classes in their current weightings.  With the cur-
rent momentum from China’s slowing economy, the disruption 
in the commodity markets, notably oil, and the continuing rise 
in the dollar more air may come out of these underperform-
ing assets.  However, we have identified emerging markets as 
having above average performance potential in the long-term.  
And believe we will be able to increase our holdings in emerg-
ing markets in 2016 setting up for a very profitable long-term 
investment.  Likewise, natural resource stocks appear to be 
showing signs of bottoming and our managers have recon-
structed their portfolios concentrating positions in their highest 
quality convictions.  Our strategic and long-term thesis remains 
in place for these assets. 
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requIreD DISCLOSureS

views expressed in this newsletter are the current opinion of the author, but not 
necessarily those of raymond James & Associates. The author's opinions are subject 
to change without notice. Information contained in this report was received from 
sources believed to be reliable, but accuracy is not guaranteed. Past performance is 
not indicative of future results. This is not a recommendation or a solicitation to buy 
or sell any security.  Investments and strategies mentioned may not be suitable for all 
investors. Investing always involves risk and you may incur a profit or loss. No invest-
ment strategy can guarantee success. International investing involves additional risks 
such as currency fluctuations, differing financial accounting standards, and possible 
political and economic instability. These risks are greater in emerging markets. There 
is an inverse relationship between interest rate movements and bond prices. Generally, 
when interest rates rise, bond prices fall and when interest rates fall, bond prices rise.  
Since past performance is no indication of future results, there are no guarantees as to 
future performance.  Past performance is provided for illustrative purposes only. 
Diversification and strategic asset allocation do not ensure a profit or protect against a 
loss. Investments are subject to market risk, including possible loss of principal. Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) is the annual market value of all goods and services produced 
domestically by the uS. Alternative investment strategies involve greater risks and are 
only appropriate for the most sophisticated, knowledgeable and wealthiest of inves-
tors. High-yield bonds are not suitable for all investors.  When appropriate, these bonds 
should only comprise a modest portion of your portfolio.

The S&P 500 is an unmanaged index of 500 widely held stocks. The mSCI emerging 
markets Index is designed to measure equity market performance in global emerging 
markets. The russell 2000 index is an unmanaged index of small cap securities which 
generally involve greater risks. barclays Capital u.S. Aggregate bond Index is made 
up of the barclays Capital u.S. Government / Corporate bond Index, mortgage-backed 
Securities Index, and Asset-based Securities Index, including securities that are of 
investment grade quality or better, have at least one year to maturity, and have an 
outstanding par value of at least $100 million. The mSCI eAFe (europe, Australia, and 
Far east) index is an unmanaged index that is generally considered representative of 
the international stock market. These international securities involve additional risks 
such as currency fluctuations, differing financial accounting standards, and possible 
political and economic instability. The Dow Jones-ubS Commodity Index aims to 

provide broadly diversified representation of commodity markets as an asset class.  It 
is not possible to invest directly in an index.  The vanguard reIT Index is a real estate 
investment trust fund that offers investors wide exposure in the real estate sector at 
a low price.  The fund holds each of its stocks in approximately the same proportion 
as the weighting in the mSCI uS reIT Index.  It is not possible to invest directly in an 
index.

The NASDAq Composite Index is an unmanaged index of all stocks traded on the 
NASDAq over-the-counter market. The Dow Jones Industrial Average is an unmanaged 
index of 30 widely held securities. 

The value of fixed income securities fluctuates and investors may receive more or less 
than their original investments if sold prior to maturity.  bonds are subject to price 
change and availability.

This analysis does not include transaction costs and tax considerations.  If included 
these costs would reduce an investor's return. As federal and state tax rules are 
subject to frequent changes, you should consult with a qualified tax advisor prior to 
making any investment decision. raymond James does not provide legal or tax advice 
on these or any other transactions.

raymond James & Associates, Inc., member New york Stock exchange, makes a mar-
ket in Facebook, Amazon, Netflix and Google.  Investing in small and mid cap stocks 
are riskier investments which include price volatility, less liquidity and the threat of 
competition.  Investments in the energy sector are not suitable for all investors.  Fur-
ther information regarding these investments is available from your financial advisor.

Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards Inc. owns the certification marks CFP®, 
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ and federally registered CFP (with flame logo) in 
the u.S., which it awards to individuals who successfully complete CFP board’s initial 
and ongoing certification requirements. 
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